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;The_presentinvention;relates to a ‘method of 
producingbimetallic printing forms,.i. eaprinting 
forms in‘which theparts of the printing surface - 
which ‘areito transfer ink during ,_ printingha're 
madegof another metal than the, parts that are. 5 
not-required to transfer;ink;.i Bimetallic printing 
forms; are. mostly used for :planogr‘aphic printing; 
particularly offset, the twometals being soichosen 
that:;in presence or: water; one a; will :. retain ;the 
water ;andi;repel;ink, whereas :the nether ‘zone in 10 
spite-of the. presenceiof water. will retain-printer’s 
vink and:thus.;transfer ink'in the printing “process; 
In asuch; planographic, printing processes the 
height of the ink-retaining partsimay di?erifrom; , . 
that-mi zthe' ink-repelling: parts, .of:»;.the :printing 15 
plate, butin most cases :there is either -no"di?er=i 
ence;in: height or the‘ differenceisiso: small that.‘ 
iUfiS. ofz'nor signi?cancexior printing‘ purposes; 

The .;present invention; more" particularly: relates" ( tQthe production of printing plates of the latter 20 

kind; “.15.; 1:.1'. r; .. 19.‘. J in L‘ . 

In the production of such; planographicllprinte; 
ing' platesit. is known to :deposit on the "surface 
of; the metal which is. totforml onerof the; surface 
components-in "the/printing‘ process'ia ' continuous . 25 

layergpf . the-g'metalz. which ‘is; .to; . form; therother 
surface: component;;after;:which' 'a copyinglayer; 
isgappliedto the surface of the-metallic layer last‘ 
mentioned; afterwhich copyingis carriedsout and. 
thegcopying layer is developed, :andxthe parts . of;- w 
the‘rgmetallic , intermediate. :layer which. are. not . 
coyered: by thelzcopying layer .afterjdevelopment 
are etched right through to the supporting layer." 
Inxprder tobetter protect the parts ofitheginter 
mediatemeta-llic layer coveredbyxthe parts'of thev 3;, 
copyremaining after development the lattermay 
be hardened'by being “burnt in.” or by. “melting 
in’ksuitable protecting}._agents. After etching 
said protecting, agents and the parts of the.copy_-.... 
ingJayernot, removed .in ‘development may be 4(} 
removed in‘known manner; _ l V _ Y, - 

This known method suffers from several drawe 
backs; Thus it has‘ been found that“there‘can"-'f 
not be obtained in this manner’atruerecording'f " 
andra‘e-s'u?ic‘ient “protection ofl'the' ?ner ' printing" 45 
elements during etching. This'isIdue*'to*¥the* 
etchingagent being to some extent capableof 
penetrating "to - the back ‘of'e'the' ' protecting llay'e'rir 
fro'mrthe borders of- the areas'prote'ctedrandathusfs 
alter the: size or shape ofiithe sprinting: elements. 50 
o1t:,caus.e;them;to:adhereinsu?iciently to. the‘ sup 

D011122911dipthusydetachv themselves-.11.; ;: a . a .11”; ‘ Itgisalso >- known to deposit the ink-retaining. 

metahcomponent through the openings 0112, copy 
produced directly on the surface of the other 55 
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metaljcomponent. ~In thisiprocess it has, how' 
ever,~ been difficult to » obtain ~ a- deposit of equal 
thickness vin {smaller and greater printing areas. 
Consequently in many-cases a correctirecording 
of- > the valueseofl-rhalftones» cannotv be‘ obtained 
and=the<printing=elements will in some places 
wean/too fast ordetachr 1;: . >~ - r >- 1 

q Moreover .itrz-has ‘been ‘proposed in 'a-method 
t which rallegedly can: be used- in-connection with 
both‘ :reliet eintagl-io . land planographic printing 
to :deep-etch-the supporting, metal after areas-0f 
another metal, :“?llingdn’l metahlhave been »de-. 
posited “thereon through :the openings of; a copy 
as-Jdescribed above,v using lfor the said deepetch-v 
ingan etchingagent which does-‘not attack the 
?lling-in metal. In order etc-broaden» the‘ base 
part of the said‘?lling-in metal to make it adhere 
better to the’supporta layer-‘of resiniseapplied 
betweenwthe supporting and theecopying- layer» and 
after-(development of‘ the copy; the resin is »re= 
moved ‘within? the non-ecovered-areas the removal 
being-‘extended: slightly behind-"the coveredv areas 
too-in order to'allow-for- the said broadening of 
the “bases .of. the: ?lling-in metal; = This method,» 
however; ~is-not ‘suited = =for~ planographic < plates; 
since then-said base will alter the value of the 
half "f?neshgq,{av l4,_.,, ,. _ l, . v .7 

“The; object iofleth-iswinventiont is a’ method-‘of’ 
producing planographic printing forms in which 
all these drawbacks are removed; -- Otherobjects 
and purposeseof itheginvention-lwih- appear from‘ 

thefollowingldescription andelaims. _ » ,lBroadly therinvention consists a in a method: of ' 

producing planographic printing forms in whichv 
approtecting imagea-is used for protecting ‘the 
parts : of the » printing isurface - of- the- form which‘ 
are IlOtetO‘be attacked bylthe- etching agent dun-1' 
ing'etchinge'and‘ the~ieature characterizing the 
inventiQnEis-thatvthe protecting image is‘ applied 
to‘ I, the.~;surface:_ -of ajiga-lvanically- ’ deposited ’ continuous-intermediate layer of a metal acting 

as, one of themetalliccomponents in the. plano-- 
graphic printing aiprocessg which ~= intermediatev 
metalalayerv-iisvagain placed upon a1base~layer' 
of-w-awmateriall acting .- as the, other metallic - com-p 
ponent inethe bimetallic»~planographic; printing“ 
process»:and-ether ' none-protected‘ “parts of »- the 
metallic intermediate layer are-etched away rights 

a through ,- to the surface 7of - the base, metalsby an: 
etching=agent which‘ does not attacl; the protect-_ 
ing metal. 1 ‘I: : (ill-,1.” ,7’; 
(More particularly.“according. to “the invention 

' thee-methodis{appliedto the-productioniofjprinte. , ' 

~ ; ingaforms in which one oi-thecomponentsenter 
ing in the bimetallic printing process is chro 
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mium or a chromium-containing alloy or stain 
less steel. 
Between the intermediate layer and the pro— 

tecting metal and between the intermediate lay 
er and the base metal which layers are both of 
metals forming the components of a bimetallic 
planographic printing process there may be in 
terposed other metals for instance silver for other 
purposes such as for improving adhesion or 
facilitating good deposition. The claims are to 
be understood so as to comprise methods-in which 
this is the case if for any purpose it should be 
desired. _ 

In contradistinction to the known method in 
which a continuous metal layer deposited on a’ 
support of the metal which is to form one of the 
components in a bimetallic printing process is 
protected during etching by a copy, a metal is 
used according to the present invention for the 
protection of the areas which are not to beat 
tacked during etching, which has the effect that 
these parts will not at all be attacked. Conse 
quently recording will ‘be exact and the printing 
elements willnot alter their size or shape or ad 
here insu?’iciently to the support. 
The method which forms the subject matter 

of the presentinvention moreover differs from 
the known method in which-the one metallic 
component is deposited upon the other one 
through the openings of a copy placed thereon 
in that none of the two metallic components in 
the bimetallic planographic printing process are 
according to the present invention deposited 
through the openings of the copy. Thereby it is 
avoided that the deposited metallic component 
of v the said process will appear in undesired un 
evenness of thickness. . 

From the known method which is also men 
tioned above in which the base metal is deep 
etched after a metal has- been deposited on it 
through the openings of a copy produced on the 
surface thereof the present method diifers not 
only in that no resin layeris interposedbetween 
the base metal and the copy as mentioned above 
but also in that the metallic intermediate layer ,. 
that is interposed between the base and the copy 
is so thin that a deep etching cannot be carried 
out thereon without etching right through it and 
in that the said intermediatelayer forms one of 
the metallic components and the base metal the 
other component of the bimetallic planographic 
printing process proper; In’ the etching there 
will be laid free areas of this base metal cor 
responding in size and ' shape - exactly to the 
original copy. The exactness is due to the thin- . 
ness of the intermediate layer and the-capabil 
ity of the protecting layer to completely protect 
the parts covered thereby. - Such exactness will 
not be obtained in the known method even if 
etching is carried to such a depth that it reaches 
a further base plate supporting the ?rstone and 
being of steel._ This appears from the fact that 
the walls of the pits produced by etching are not 
vertical and that the purpose of the resinous 
layer used in the known method is to avoid the 
walls being vertical in order to secure the parts 
remaining after etching a broader base. 
The term “etchable” and “non-etchable”-used 

above and in the following is notto be taken in 
the absolute sense of the word but means that 
the metal’in‘ question is one that is not attacked 
in the etching process in question. ‘ » - 

In connection with using chromium, ' chro 
mium-containing alloys‘or stainless steel as the _' 
water-retaining component which'is the most 
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4 
important kind of planographic process with 
which the present invention can be used and 
particular great advantage can be obtained there 
may be used as is well known copper, brass or 
bronze as the ink-retaining component. These 
components will act in the printing process in 
the said capacities irrespectively whether one or 
the other is placed in the uppermost position and 
the present invention can be employed in con 
nection with both possibilities. If chromium or 
a chromium-containing alloy is placed on a sur 
face of an ink-retaining metal such as copper, 
brass or bronze it is on the surface of the chro 
mium etc. that the protecting metal is to be 
placed and the chromium etc. must then be 
etched through at the same time leaving the 
protecting metal as a non-etchable metal. An 
example of an etching agent by means of which 
this can be carried into e?ect is hydrochloric 
acid provided that the protecting metal is one 
not attacked by this acid for instance lead. If 
on the other hand an ink-retaining metal such 
as copper, brass or bronze is placed on the sur 
face of the ink repelling metal, chromium, chro 
mium-containing alloy or stainless steel the ink 
retaining metal must now be etchable and an 
etching agent capable of etching the exposed 
parts thereof away must be used. Examples of 
such etching agents are given in the following. 
Also in this case, however, the protecting metal 
must be non-etchable to the etching agent used. 
According to an embodiment of the invention 

iron, lead or tin or alloys thereof are used for 
the protecting metal. These metals. are easy 
to apply in the electrolytical way and they o?er 
an excelent protection for the parts of the metal 
lic interlayer which are not to be removed. Also 
in this case there may be used an acid etching 

‘ and if the metallic interlayer is an ink-retaining 
component such as copper, brass or bronze, 
chromic acid is very suitable since it removes 
such metals very readily and does not attack the 
protecting metals even iron. ' 
According to another embodiment of the in 

vention not only iron, lead or tin but ‘also many 
other metals may be used for the protecting metal 
such as zinc or cadmium if for the etching agent 
there is used a sulphidizing agent such as a solu 
tion’ of an alkali metal sulphide or alkali metal 
polysulphide, which converts the intermediate 
metal layer into an easily removable ‘sulphide if 
this consists of copper, brass or bronze. If it 
consists of chromium etc. evidently this etching 
cannot be used. 
In case of extremely delicate printing elements 

this embodiment may be even preferable to the 
acid-etching method mentioned above since it 
is practically undamaging to such elements. 

If a sulphidizing etching agent is used it is 
preferable to support the etching process by 
using an electric current, which is passed through 
the etching agent using the printing form as one 
of ‘ the electrodes in the circuit. To remove the 
sulphide formed by the etching process it may. 
be necessary to employ a powerful rinsing or a 
slight rubbing. action. 

Generally the protecting metal is to be re 
moved from the surface of the intermediate layer 
of metal before printing. This can be done'by 
means of an acid etching agent which does not' 
attack either of the two metals entering into the 
planographic printing process. In most cases 
diluted sulphuric’acid will be found suitable. 
The deposition of the protecting metal is pref 
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erably carried out by means of the electric 
current. 
Two embodiments of the invention will be de 

scribed in the following with reference to the 
drawing in which Figs. 1-4 show schematically 
the various layers of a printing form in section 
on four stages of its production. 

Example 1 

A plate S of stainless steel or of copper or 
nickel coated on one side with chromium or any 
other plate of which at least one surface is a 
surface of chromium or chromium-containing 
alloys, for instance, stainless steel is covered on 
the surface consisting of chromium, chromium 
containing alloy or stainless steel with a continu 
ous layer of copper C. To the layer of copper 
there is applied a light sensitive ?lm, for example, 
a chromate-gelatine layer which is then exposed 
to the in?uence of light through a transparent 
positive and developed in the ordinary manner. 
The parts of the copying layer remaining after 
development on the surface of the continuous 
layer of copper is designated by L in Fig. 1. 
The printing form appears now as a chromate 

colloid image on a base of copper. This image 
is negative when considered as an image of 
colloid and positive if it is considered as an image 
of uncovered copper surfaces. 
In order to protect the copper surface elements 

during the removal of the areas now covered by 
colloid a protecting metal F is applied to the 
said areas. The protecting consists in iron which 
is deposited in the electrolytical way. 
For this purpose an aqueous solution of an iron 

salt is applied to the surface of the plate placed 
on a table by means of a brush in the bottom of 
which at the roots of the bristles an iron elec 
trode connected through the handle to the posi 
tive pole of a source of electricity is placed. At 
the same time the printing form is connected to 
the negative pole. By working on the plate with 
such a brush a layer of iron is in all parts of 
su?icient thickness can be deposited in all open 
ings of the layer of colloid even the tiniest. 
Then the colloid image is removed by hot water 

and the plate is now composed as shown in Fig. 2. 
Now the copper is removed by etching from 

the areas which are not covered with iron. The 
etching agent consists of chromic acid made by 
dissolving chromic, acid anhydride in water. The 
plate is now composed as shown in Fig. 3. 

After this the layer of iron is removed by 
means of an etching agent consisting of a solu 
tion of diluted sulphuric acid or nitric acid after 
which the plate composed as shown in Fig. 4 
is ready of use. 
In the drawing the layer of copper and the 

layer of protecting metal is shown in exaggerated 
thickness. In fact the layer of copper must be 
as thin as possible. Theoretically it needs only 
be of molecular thickness, but to increase its 
resistance to wear its thickness may practically 
be increased to, for example, a few hundredths of 
a millimeter. The protecting metal may be used 
in similar thickness. 

Example 2 

.The plate S is of copper or steel coated on at 
least one side with a layer of copper. This plate 
is now covered on the copper surface with a con 
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6 
tinuous layer of chromium C, for instance, by 
electrodeposition. As to the thickness of the 
layer or chromium the same considerations apply 
as in the case of copper in Example 1. 
copying layer is applied in the same manner as 
in Example 1 and exposed through a negative. 
The printing form snows now a colloid image 

on a base of chromium. The image is positive 
when considered as a colloid image and nega 
tive if considered as an image of uncovered 
chromium surface elements. 
In order to protect the chromium surface areas 

‘to be maintained during etching of the areas 
to be removed a protecting metal F consisting of 
lead is deposited on the surface areas not cov 
ered by the colloid image. The lead is deposited 
by electrolysis in the manner described in Ex 
ample l. The colloid image is removed and the 
plate will be of the construction shown in Fig. 2. 
Then the chromium is removed from the areas 

not covered by lead 101' which purpose the etch 
ing agent consists of hydrochloric acid which will 
not attack the lead and copper. The plate is 
now constructed as shown in Fig. 3. 

Finally the layer of lead is removed by means 
of nitric acid arter which the plate shown in Fig. 
4 will be ready for use. 

I claim: 
1. lvletllod of producing a planographic print 

ing form with bhnetallic‘suriace comprising the 
steps of: depositing gaivanically on to a base of 
stainless steel a thin continuous layer of copper, 
applying vto this galvamcally deposited layer an 
image forming coating covering such parts of the 
layer subsequently ‘to be removed, galvanically 
depositing on uncovered parts of the copper layer 
a thin layer or‘ iron, removing the image Iorm 
ing coating, removing uncovered copper down to 
the base layer by means of cnromic acid and re 
moving the iron layer by dilute sulphuric acid. 

2. Method of produclng a planographic print 
ing form with bimetallic surface comprising ap 
plying to the copper layer of a bimetallic print 
ing form consisting of a stainless steel base car 
rymg a thin continuous layer of copper. an image 
forming coating covering such parts of the cop 
per layer which are subsequently to be removed, 
depositing galvanically on the uncovered parts 
of the copper layer a thin layer of iron, removing 
the image forming coating, removing uncovered 
copper down to the base layer by means of 
chromic acid, and then removing the iron resist. 

CLAES BQRGE ALLER. 
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